
UPC: 8 98627 00119 3 / SCC: 10898627001039
Pack: 6x750ml
Dimensions (l/w/h): 9.75 / 6.625 / 13.625 in
Weight: 20.95 lbs
Pallet Configuration: 4 x 28 = 112 Cases

TEQUILA OCHO
SINGLE BARREL ANEJO

Ocho has many distinctive qualities. Here are the ones we think are the most 
important:

First, Tequila Ocho is made by Carlos Camarena, a third generation Tequilero, in 
partnership with Tomas Estes, the “Ambassador of Tequila to the European Union.” 
This is a potent combination that delivers heritage and tradition coupled with 
innovation. Carlos and Tomas produce a tequila that is made slowly in the 
old-fashioned way. The result is a fine quality spirit that accentuates the agave 
flavor. It is concentrated and complex while remaining balanced and easy to drink.

Second, Tequila Ocho demonstrates that “terroir” exists in agave. We demonstrate 
this annually with new vintages drawn from our single estates at varying altitudes 
in Arandas, Jalisco, ensuring each vintage is distinct in aroma and flavor. Since 
each estate, or “rancho,” produces a limited amount of agave, each vintage of Ocho 
is both rare and collectible. Every bottle is hand numbered.

Third, Ocho is the first tequila to designate both the year it was produced and the 
precise field from which the agave was sourced. Each is noted on the front label to 
confirm their authenticity. Finally, Tequila Ocho “opens up and develops” in the 
glass the same way a fine wine does.

2017 “Las Aguilas”
The name of the ranch "The Eagles" comes from the 
fact that eagles were known to nest in one of the trees in 
the ranch. It is only the second time that agave has ever 
been grown there - the last time around 1965. 

Las Aguilas slopes slightly and is hilly at 2,057 meters altitude. A small 
percentage of the plants of this field were left to grow the quiote as part of the 
Bat Friendly Program in which Tequila Ocho is proud to participate.

Tequila Ocho Single Barrel Selections represent a limited number of 
hand-selected barrels; each identified by Master Distiller Carlos Camarena, as 
being unique and exceptional single expressions of that particular Vintage and 
Estate. A unique Single Barrel, from a Single Vintage, and Single Estate - one 
of the most rare and special offerings in the world of Tequila.

Each barrel is completely unique, and displays its own distinctive character in 
both nose and palate. Each bottle designates which barrel that selection has 
come from, its unique age to the day, its unique bottle number, as well as the 
total number of barrels selected for that particular Vintage & Estate. Each 
barrel produces approximately 240 750mL bottles.

Single Barrel is non-chill filtered and bottled at cask strength - retaining all of 
the character of the raw material and expressiveness of the matured spirit. 

We invite you to experience the unparalleled expression of Tequila Ocho Single 
Barrel.




